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Introduction n 

AA large number of recent contributions to the analysis of technological development are 
influencedd by the work of Joseph Schumpeter (1934,1942). In his analysis of the workings of 
capitalistt economies he puts the emphasis on innovation as the driving force behind economic 
growthh and development. The Schumpeterian conception of economic development marks a 
Copernicann turn compared to neoclassical economics (Andersen 1994). Schumpeterian 
economistss consider the economy as an evolving system that continuously transforms itself 
throughh the generation of innovations, while neoclassical economists consider the economy 
ass a system that adapts to innovations as exogenous events. The Schumpeterian emphasis on 
innovationn is the key element in an approach that has become more widely known as 
"evolutionaryy economics" (David 1975 ; Nelson and Winter 1982 ; Winter 1984 ; Dosi et al. 
19888 ; Silverberg etal 1988 ; Andersen 1994). 

Schumpeterr (1934) distinguished between different types of innovations, including 
changess in production processes, in products, and in organisations. While the topic of process 
innovationn has been always central in economic modelling, and the topic of organisational 
changee in management science, relatively few theories have focused on product innovation 
hitherto.. This study is about theorising, modelling, and measuring product evolution in an 
evolutionaryy framework. 

Understandingg product innovation is important for economists and students of 
technologyy studies for several reasons. The first reason is theoretical: process innovation and 
productt innovation cannot always be disentangled. The understanding of process innovation 
wil ll  require insight in product innovation in capital equipment and intermediate inputs 
(Nelsonn and Winter 1977). The second reason is concerned with the effects of product 
innovationn on welfare. As product innovations lead to an increasing variety and performance 
off  products and services, these innovations contribute to welfare as more diverse needs are 
servedd at a better quality. However, qualitative change in the composition and quality of 
productss is poorly reflected in national output statistics, which calls for the development of 
specificc theories and specific data of product evolution (Saviotti 1996; Griliches 1997). The 
thirdd reason why understanding product innovation is important relates to the design of 
technologyy policy. A growing number of scholars argue that product innovations are crucial 
forr sustaining long-term growth and ultimately prevent economic systems from structural 
unemploymentt (Pasinetti 1981, 1993; Edquist 1997). Policies that aim at enhancing product 
innovationn are expected to be important to sustain long-term growth and employment. 

Thesee three reasons summarise the importance of studies on product innovation. This 
studyy will however not provide comprehensive answers to the wide-ranging issues raised 
above.. Rather, the thesis aims to provide a number of conceptual and methodological 
buildingg blocks for future studies. The main objective of the study is to develop a formal 
modell  and an empirical methodology of product innovation. The main "innovation" 
incorporatedd in this study concerns the application of complex systems theory in the analysis 
off  product innovation. The central model is a generalised version of Kaufrman's (1993) NK-
modell  of complex systems. For that matter, the complex systems model of product evolution 
developedd in this study can also be used as a model of the evolution of process technology 
andd of organisational structures. Thus, scholars interested in process innovation and 
organisationall  evolution may well benefit from the insights in this study. 
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Thee unit of analysis is taken "technology as artefact". A product is modelled as a 
complexx artificial system that contains various elements that function collectively according 
too the system's architecture. Product innovation can then be understood as the introduction of 
onee or more new elements in a system leading to a new set of performance characteristics. 
Whenn the new product is judged successful in the eyes of users, the product is selected 
possiblyy at the expense of existing varieties. Industry development can then be understood as 
ann evolutionary competition process between firms introducing new products and being 
selectedd on the basis of the quality of their products. 

Fromm a complex systems perspective, one can understand the difficulties of product 
innovationn in complex artefacts as arising from combinatorial problems in design. The design 
taskk is to find combinations between elements that "fit " well when put together in a system. 
Duee to dependencies among elements the system's working cannot solely be understood from 
thee behaviour of its parts. For this reason, designers are not able to understand ex ante the 
workingg of a technology in all its possible designs ("bounded rationality"). Instead, they have 
too experiment from some working design and add small changes to this design. This trial-
and-errorr logic in problem-solving renders product development highly incremental and path-
dependent.. The complex systems perspective thus sheds new light on earlier evolutionary 
theoriess that hold that innovative activity is organised along technological trajectories that are 
partt of technological paradigms (Dosi 1982). 

Thee combinatorial complexity of technological systems also provides the basis for an 
empiricall  methodology to analyse the evolution of specific technologies. The methodology 
thatt is developed in this study is based on the entropy concept that indicates the degree of 
randomnesss in a frequency distribution. Using this methodology, the evolution of aircraft, 
helicopter,, motorcycle, and microcomputer designs is mapped over long periods of time. In 
thesee analyses, technological development is described in terms of product variety as 
measuredd by the entropy of a distribution of product designs. A fall in product variety can 
thenn be related to the emergence of a technological paradigm, and a rise in product variety to 
strategiess of niche creation. Furthermore, an analysis is provided that relates product variety 
too international patterns of specialisation. This analysis shows that countries tend to specialise 
onn one technological trajectory that is adapted to one market niche. From these analyses, a 
numberr of tentative implications can be derived for firm strategies and government policy. 

Thee study in divided in four parts. The first part contains only the introductory 
chapter.. This first chapter deals with evolutionary concepts in theorising about technological 
evolutionn and a detailed outline of the study. The second part covers three chapters that deal 
withh formal models of evolving complex systems and its application to the evolution of 
productt technology. The third part covers four empirical chapters that address the long-term 
patternss in product evolution. Finally, the fourth part contains a final chapter that summaries 
thee main arguments, lists the main conclusions, and discusses issues for further research in 
evolutionaryy modelling and empirical studies of technological development. 
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